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North is time and space

For the audience to step in,

We created a portal between life outside and inside the theatre. 

A place to settle, cool off and slow down.

A place to hear the voices from the North.

After two Norwegian tours, Théâtre Incliné’s theatre piece NORDICITÉ is back in Montreal offering an 
experience that goes beyond the mere stage. The Nordicité / Meeting point event invites the audience 
to immerse themselves in Northern cultures, have a taste of immensity and make their own journey to  
the North.

A fleeting moment. Unique. Three days only.

Before and after the play, in each and every corner of the Maison de la culture Maisonneuve, artists from 
the North and the South will be presenting their very diverse visions of the Northern culture. The meeting 
point of intimate and fictional Northern impressions with Théâtre Incliné’s theatre piece makes for a 
whole new and enhanced theatrical experience. What the audience is to expect : interactive works, video, 
exhibition, short films and electroacoustic throat-singing (details on pages 7 and 8).

Tuesday, November 13, 2018, 8 PM (French version) 
Wednesday, November 14, 2018, 8 PM (English version) 
Thursday, November 15, 2018, 1:30 PM (English version) * 
Thursday, November 15, 2018, 8 PM (English version)

Maison de la culture Maisonneuve
4200 Ontario Street East, Montreal

* For the 1:30 PM presentation, activities surrounding the play will be partially presented. 
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Nordicité, walking on the circle is a vast creative project spanning over five years (2015-2019) and 

involving various Northern artists. It includes expeditions in different Northern territories, the creation of 

two theater plays, short films, and short stories written by an author from each of the eight countries 

surrounding the Arctic Circle. To shed light on the many faces of Nordicity, each production cases a 

unique impression of the North, a special point of view ranging from fictional to intimate. Each creation is 

independent from the others, but it is together that they give a complete meaning to the cycle and depict 

a true North.

The whole cycle is presented on an evolving web platform where viewers become travelling companions :

A VAST CREATION CYCLE
Since 2015, José Babin, the artistic director of Théâtre Incliné, 

initiated an unusual adventure on the most northern territories of 

the globe. Inspired by her steps on the polar circle, a new cycle 

of creation was born :

theatreincline.ca/nordicite/en/

http://www.theatreincline.ca/nordicite/en
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INSPIRATION
In my creation process, every new project takes its 

impulse in a new territory that inspires me. In 2008 I 

worked in Iqaluit, Nunavut. I bought a map where the 

north and south were reversed. It was written : ‘‘ Our point 

of view’’. Thinking back on it made me want to do some 

work about the North.

Based on the idea of walking along the polar circle with 

the desire to meet Nordic people and listen to their 

‘‘point of view’’, the Nordicité project was born out of the 

artistic and human encounters during my three years of 

travelling in Scandinavia and Northern Quebec.

What makes you angry ?

What is your favorite touch ?

If you had to leave the North, what would you miss  

the most ?

Armed with a little questionnaire, I have started artistic 

expeditions that led me to northern Finland, Norway and 

Quebec. With that questionnaire in hand, I broke the ice 

and got in contact with other northern people. I have met 

Svéa, Bente, Nikolaï, Neevie, Pauyugnie, Friedrik… and the 

midnight sun.

I then asked an author from 

each of the 8 circumpolar 

country to write a short story 

based on their answers to my 

questionnaire. I recorded the 

conversations via Skype and 

used it as artistic material. 

These physical and virtual 

discussions allowed me to pick 

‘‘samples of humanity’’ by 

hearing the point of view of 

the people of the North.

With all that raw material, I’ve 

started the creation of our 

first play during a residency at 

Nordland Visual Theatre in the 

Lofoten Islands, north of the 

Norwegian polar circle, with  

a Finnish, Norwegian and  

Quebeckers team.

— José Babin

THE VOICES  
FROM THE NORTH
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‘‘ Mom, it’s me. 

I’m in Norway

I think I got lost.

Remember, when I was small you gave me a pencil case

so I could draw the figures in the clouds.

I was creating extravagant animals living in surreal lands.

I had the feeling I was doing something good.

Important.

Today I am a stage director

And I don’t want to pretend anymore

My love broke in one thousand fragments of ice. ’’

First piece of our cycle, NORDICITÉ is a quest and a love metaphor. A wandering artist gives us an 

intimate testimony of her encounter with the North and her feeling of vertigo as she faces an immensity 

she cannot seize. Visual poem where video projection, music, theatre and dance move alongside one 

another, Nordicité is a journey within myths and realities, and a reflection on our capacity to understand 

the voices of the North.

THE PLAY 
Coproduced by Nordland Visual Theater
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ENCOUNTER THE NORTH.
‘‘ Contrary to the South Pole, the North Pole is not a land

It is an ice field floating on the ocean

Its surface moves, cracks, separates and reconnects in a constant drifting.

If you set foot on the North Pole,

The ice on which you have walked will have disappeared, as of the next day.

It is a forever-ephemeral space. ’’

When I was a child, I loved maps, geographical 
ones, especially the top part. I imagined I could 
go around the globe, jumping from a continent 
to another. Three years ago, I went back to that 
dream of mine and went to look for the North. 
I walked the steps of the polar circle, I captured 
samples of humanity. I met wonderful people, 
artists, silence and immensity. I wanted to show 
the North I had imagined, and the one I had 
encountered. Magnificent. 

Out of reach. 

But projects are like relationships. Some leave 
marks like frostbites on your heart. This one chal-
lenged everything I knew, beyond what I expected. 
How could I be truthful to a territory and people 
that were so vast and diverse, so complex and 
fragile ? Who am I, coming from the South, to 
speak for them ?

Doubts emerge.

My ego falls apart.

Facing immensity, all my references collapsed…  
I had to lose the North to find myself into it.

These images, these voices, voices from the North, 
they still live in me. I deliver an intimate testimony 
where I’m telling my journey at the heart of 
the creative process to bring back the North to  
the South.

Like ice from the North Pole, this theatre piece is 
a forever-ephemeral space, and I still change the 
text whenever I play it.

It lives inside and outside of me.

— José Babin



THE ARTISTS OF

Mary Lucina Pootoo - Throat-singer (Salluit, Nunavik)
Mary is a young throat singer from Nunavik. Her goal is “to go back to 
French school, move to Montreal, get a driver’s license, travel all around 
the world, learn more about our [inuit] culture and how to be a profes-
sional throat singer”. She decided to be a throat singer when she was 8 
years old and learned by herself. Today, she multiplies experiences with 
different singers and musicians like David Hurt and Symphony Orchestra 
of Montreal. 

Nicolas Letarte - Electroacoustic musician (Montréal, Québec)
Composer, multi-instrumentalist, Foley artist and actor, Nicolas 
Letarte bring music, cinema, theatre, literature and dance 
together in multiple groups and personal projects. His music 
gave him the opportunity to travel many times around the world 
and work with our greatest artists.

Allison Akootchook Warden - performer (Anchorage, Alaska)
Born in Fairbanks, Alaska, with close ties to Kaktovik, Allison is an Iñupiaq 
performer, musician, and installation artist. In addition to being the 
recipient of many prestigious fellowships and awards, her unique work 
has been travelling all around the globe.

Stéphanie Lagueux / Jonathan L’Écuyer - media artists 
(Terrebonne, Québec)
Stéphanie Lagueux and Jonathan L’Écuyer have been working together 
as media artists for many years as well as being a couple and a family. 
While implementing interactive and participative experiments, they 
explore the relationship between the public and various diffusion contexts. 
Above all, they try to intrigue and lure their audience in their scheming 
using common objects and matters, usual and recycled, metaphorically 
and physically.

in partnership with

7
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SHORT FILMS

Three Thousand - Assinajaq (produced and distributed by NFB)
Inuit artist Assinajaq immerses us in a beautiful imaginary universe. In twelve 
minutes of luminous cinematic experience inspired by archival documents, 
she takes us to the past and the present of the Inuit people and let us imagine 
a future in a whole new and stunning way.

SILENCE - Alain Lavallée (Théâtre Incliné)
A four minutes and 30 seconds short film directed by Alain Lavallée, SILENCE 
carries the worried perspective of a young woman from the North witnessing 
the transformation of her land as ecological upheavals and wildlife migration 
keep growing.

Fish Hole - Simon Beaupré (Coproduction Arctic Art Summit and  
Théâtre Incliné)
Created in six days in the Figurteatret of Stamsund (Norway), Fish Hole is a 
geologic tale that brings about the questions of appropriation of the territory 
and the danger to let others decide where and how we should live. 

Qilliqtu (Shiny Object) - Kevin Tikivik, in collaboration with the Wapikoni team
Inspired by his own life story, Qilliqtu (Shiny Object) is a story attempting 
to remind the viewers of Indigenous time past and present while embracing 
those who relate to the connection to the land.

Wearing my culture - Olivia Lye Thomassie, in collaboration 
with the Wapikoni team
Wearing my Culture explores the pride that individuals in Inuit communities 
take in making and wearing their winter apparel. Thomassie looks at the 
bonds that are created within family, culture, and the environment through 
the creation of clothing.

What Would You Do If You Were Me - 
Lydia Berthe, Sarah Berthe, Lydia Cooper, Jasmine Koneak, Lizzie Koneak, 
Ned Lukassi, Ronald Ningiuruvik, Jason Saunders, Devon Tooma, Christine White, 
in collaboration with the Wapikoni team

Jaanimmarik’s Secondary 3 students express in a music video what they have 
to say about bullying, addiction and suicide.
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BIOGRAPHIES
José Babin : Scriptwriter, Stage Director and Performer
José Babin is the founder and artistic director of Théâtre Incliné 
where she perfected her own Theatre of Matter. Director, author, 
actress and puppeteer, her work concentrates on scenic writing 
made of fragmented spaces where inanimate matter, bodies, 
texts, light and sound make for a whole. Great traveller, her inspi-
ration comes from multiple cultures and territories to create in 
situ pieces with artists from various backgrounds and countries : 
Italy, France, Japan, Acadia, Norway, Finland, Gaspésie and Nunavik.

Pascal Brullemans : Dramaturg
For the past several years, Pascal has been pursuing research on 
the combination of art forms stemming from dramaturgy and the 
performing arts. In 2002 his adaptation of La Dame aux camélias 

received the Quebec Theatre Academy Prize in the “best regional 
production” category. In 2005 his creation Hippocampe received 
the Montreal Critic Prize and in 2011, Beauté, Chaleur et Mort was 
awarded the best performance Prize by Carte prem1ère. After an 
introduction to the youth audience with the play L’armoire, Pascal 
continued his exploration with theatre plays such as Isberg and 
Monstres created in 2012. Two of his other youth plays received 
the Louise-LaHaye Prize.

Francine Alepin : Artistic Counselor
Theatre director, actress and professor, Francine has been 
working in physical theatre for four decades. After working with 
Paul Buissonneau at La Roulotte, she completed her training 
at l’École de mime corporel Omnibus where she also taught 
until 2007. In 1981 she set out on a long artistic adventure with 
Omnibus Company. She staged texts of Larry Tremblay, Michael 
Mackenzie and Emma Haché and created and directed various 
physical theatre pieces. She also holds degrees in theatre from 
UQÀM and Analysis of the movement from the Laban/ Bartenieff 
Institute of Movement Studies, New York. Francine is a professor 
at the École supérieure de théâtre of UQÀM where she is currently 
the director of Graduate Studies of the Theatre Program.

Mélanie Chouinard : Performer
In addition to dance and mime training, Mélanie completed a 
bachelor’s degree in Theatre Studies (2012) and another in Inter-
pretation (2016) at UQÀM. She co-wrote and directed Intimité 

publique (Fringe Festival, 2013) and MAELSTRÖM - Moi qui parle 

à rien et toi qui entends tout - Entre nous, le silence which was 
chosen as Best Francophone Text by the CEAD at the 2015 Fringe 
Festival. She appeared in various short movies and on numerous 
theatre pieces. Co-founder and co-artistic director of the Théatre 
de La Foulée, Mélanie seeks productions featuring strong and 
complex women characters.

Bryan Morneau : Performer
Bryan graduated from the École Supérieure de l’UQÀM. As a 
theatre actor, he played in seven Omnibus productions. He 
also collaborated with Theatre de la Vieille 17 as an actor and 
puppeteer on two of their productions. He played on various 
stages such as the NAC (Ottawa) and Salle Fred-Barry (Montreal). 
He took part in two productions of the Theatre de l’Avant-Pays 
performed at the Maison Theatre and on tour. He appeared in 
various TV and cinema productions (short and long movies). He 
also works in voiceover and publicity, and as a facilitator and 
trainer.

Kalle Nio : Set and Video Designer
Kalle is a visual artist and illusionist from Finland. His work is 
focused on the possibilities of new kinds of expression provided 
by video and its capacities related to time and space. He 
graduated from The Finnish Academy of Fine Arts. His array of 
work includes visual theatre, contemporary circus, short films and 
video installations. As a magician Kalle specialized in developing 
new tricks and new avenues of magic. He is a co-founder of the 
visual theatre / contemporary circus group WHS. The group has 
taken its performances across more than 30 countries, visiting 
over a hundred festivals, circuses, art museums, theatres and 
puppet theatres around the world. 

- CREATIVE TEAM 
Text : José Babin in collaboration with Pascal Brullemans
Translator (english version) : Mathilde Perallat
Stage Director : José Babin
Artistic Counselor (Québec) : Francine Alepin
Cast : José Babin, Mélanie Chouinard et Bryan Morneau
Set and Video Designer (Finland) : Kalle Nio
Music Composer : Guido Del Fabbro
Puppets and stage director assistant : Émilie Racine
Seamstress : Charlyne Guay
Lights Designer : Alexandra Dugal
Set building : Atelier 303 and Alain Lavallée
Artistic Counselor (Norway) : Bente Andersen
Scientific Counselor (Denmark) : Daria Schwalbe
Production Director : Cynthia Bouchard-Gosselin and Alain Lavallée
Stage Manager : Patrice Daigneault and Vincent Santes
Creation Cast : Marc-André Goulet and Nadine Walsh
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Guido Del Fabbro : Music Composer
Guido is a well-known artist of the Quebec musical scene. He is 
a member of the music groups Rouge Ciel, Rodéoscopique and 
Ratchet Orchestra. He regularly works as a music composer for 
the contemporary dance company Les Sœurs Schmutt. Guido 
has also collaborated as a musician, sound mixer and director 
of many artists’ albums such as Philippe B, Groenland, Forêt, 
Les Soeurs Boulay, Beast, Mara Tremblay, Philémon Cimon, 
Jérôme Minière, Fanfare Pourpour and Pierre Lapointe. Two of 
his solo projects – Carré de sable (2003) and Agrégats (2007) – 
have been edited on the Ambiances Magnétiques label, and his 
creation Ctenophora (2012) was edited on &records. He was the 
invited composer of the 2014 Port Symphony at Pointe-à-Callière.

Émilie Racine : Puppets and stage director assistant
Émilie is a puppeteer, an art by which she expresses her interest 
in the design, production, interpretation and staging of a theatre 
of images full of onirism and strangeness. Émilie questions the 
interaction between different scenic mediums such as objects, 
bodies, movements, videos and scenography, in order to offer a 
visual dramaturgy free of words. Her shows (dé)cousu(es) and 
Les Mariés Corbeaux were presented in various festivals around 
the world. Émilie is currently working for several companies 
and since 2011, teaches in the Arts, Letters and Communication 
program – Theater Exploration option at Cégep de Saint-Hya-
cinthe.

Alexandra Dugal : Lights Designer
A graduate from the Theatre School of Cégep de Saint-Hyacinthe, 
Alexandra is passionate about the world of entertainment. She 
first started her career as a lighting technician in variety shows, 
corporate events and permanent installations. She subsequently 

took on the roles of Project Manager and Technical Director. With 
a rare blend of creative and Cartesian personality, Alexandra is 
always ready to undertake new and unusual projects. Her track 
record includes the musical Décembre from Québec Issime, 
the international tour Cirkopolis with Cirque Éloize and multiple 
Quebec and Ontario tours with artists such as Dan Bigras and 
Creation In Vivo.

Alain Lavallée : Set Builder and Production Director
Co-director of the Théâtre Incliné since 1997, Alain takes part in 
many of the company’s productions as lighting designer and 
creator of shadows and puppets. After attending shadow theatre 
master classes in Teatro Gioco Vita and Cie Amoros et Augustin 
in Charleville-Mézières (France) in the early 2000s, he developed 
an interest for precise lightings and the use of projections, unique 
to the “visual theatre”. Alain pursues his research on shadows, live 
and filmed, through his work on stage and the direction of short 
movies.

Bente Andersen : Artistic Counselor
Art consultant Bente Synnøve Andersen founded The Samovar 
Theatre in Kirkenes (Norway) in 1990, following her training as 
an actress at The Scandinavian Acting School in Copenhagen 
(Denmark). She has played different roles, both in her own 
productions and in guest roles with various theatre companies. As 
a director and author, she developed a special way of working in 
transcultural environments, creating performances that include 
professional dancers, actors and musicians, often speaking 
different languages and coming from different cultural back-
grounds. She was chosen among many nationally well-known 
directors, producers and actresses to take part in a national 
program held in 2008 and 2009 called The women of the art, 
in Oslo.

TO SEE MORE
Visit our website : www.theatreincline.ca

Nordicité : Excerpts of the play
La Fabrique Culturelle : Creating for the polar circle 
(French version only)

SHORT MOVIES FROM THE NORDIC CYCLE :
Fish Hole (teaser)

Silence  (teaser)

PRESS :
Nordicité
Théâtre Incliné

mailto:aglo%40sympatico.ca?subject=%5B%20Nordicit%C3%A9%20%5D%C2%A0
http://www.theatreincline.ca
http://www.theatreincline.ca
https://vimeo.com/213952518
https://www.lafabriqueculturelle.tv/capsules/10891/creer-pour-le-cercle-polaire-au-theatre-incline
https://www.lafabriqueculturelle.tv/capsules/10891/creer-pour-le-cercle-polaire-au-theatre-incline
http://www.vimeo.com/224075902
http://www.vimeo.com/265837503
http://www.theatreincline.ca/wp-content/uploads/2014/03/Nordicite%CC%81-press-2018.pdf
http://www.theatreincline.ca/wp-content/uploads/2014/08/Dossier-press-2017w.pdf

